Between Art and Nature
NEXT HELSINKI
Next Helsinki invites a review of the proposed Guggenheim Museum and its South Harbour site in the context of
enhancing the orientation for tourists in the city within its future culture and environment.
Our response has involved examining the contemporary city’s potential for transformation whilst studying past city
layers of Helsinki to understand its changing waterline and associated settlement patterns in search of opportunities
lost over time.

FLOOD
Today’s Helsinki is experiencing an increasing number of flooding events1 and there are forecasts for more intense
weather with storm surge2and higher sea levels. In response to forecasts and an increase in the number and reach of
floodwaters the Next Helsinki city layer is to be based on a revised flooding policy that includes a progressive retreat
together with the current flood defence strategy.

TRANSFORMATION
Ongoing severe flood damage brings despair and disruption to the city but with the urban retreat policy it can be
shown to open new opportunities. Our Next Helsinki proposal undertakes plans for a staged urban reconstruction
with the intention of transforming the flood prone areas to benefit the growing city with new public places that
connect cultural venues along a line of nature linking the forest with the sea.

DIAGONAL
Future flooding will increase along the ‘disruptive diagonal’ following the lost coastline of a pre-settlement sea inlet
and the line of its channeling through landfill in the early1800s. Lost opportunities in ‘Then Helsinki’ includes the
early opportunity to plan the urban grid to parallel the pre-existing Kluuvi coastline with a margin of parkland and to
avoid landfill here.

REBUILDING
Low laying land along the disruptive diagonal marks out the terrain for the program of staged rebuilding in the flood
prone areas of the city. The ground plane here is first redesignated as public realm and interwoven with existing
inner connecting courtyards and pathways. Where possible private and commercial buildings are progressively relocated and public buildings are selectively retained and retrofitted to define a new diagonal public space.
More direct links are established along the new diagonal to link the Station Plaza to the Esplanade and to extend the
line between nature and art from Central Park to the South Harbour.

SOUTH HARBOUR
The Next Helsinki city layer recognizes the historical significance of the South Harbour as the original place of welcome for travellers arriving by sea and the danger zone for recurring and higher flood levels in the future.
The Guggenheim Art Gallery is re-assessed for removal after recurring floods and the site is amalgamated with the
South Harbour foreshore which is set aside as a littoral zone for temporary and ephemeral structures, maritime
festivals, markets and other cultural performance events.
A new art plaza with its raised and stepped planes accommodates sunny seating, the landmark mermaid fountain,
periodic floodwaters and creates a threshold uniting the tree-lined esplanade with the water-washed harbour front
to welcome visitors from the sea.
Greater Helsinki with South Harbour Guggenheim site in flood. 1:50 000

Ref: Google Earth Aerial Photograph 2014 overlaid with estimated flood Data for Helsinki.
1. The city of Helsinki instructions on prevention and control of floods, protection of residents and property in flood hazard areas in Helsinki, Helsingfors stad 2013
2. Lehtonen, Luoma. Incorporating sea level rise scenarios in Helsinki City Planning. Sea level change affecting the spatial development of the Baltic Sea Region.
Geological Survey of Finland, Special Paper 41,83-94, 2006.
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IX
NOW HELSINKI
Greater Helsinki current flood data.

Greater Helsinki map with estimated flood prone areas. 1: 50 000

Ref: Black and white Google Earth aerial photograph 2014 overlaid with map titled Urban Survey Map on the Altitude Zones on the shores in Helsinki, City Survey Division, Helsinki 097/2012.
This map represents the estimated flood areas (dark blue 0-180cm) and (light blue 180- 210cm) extracted from
The City of Helsinki Instructions on Prevention and Control of Floods, Protection of residents and property in flood hazard areas in Helsinki, Helsingfors stad 2013
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VIII
BUSINESS-AS-USUAL HELSINKI
Central Helsinki in flood after the great storm.
Current and predicted flood and storm surge reveal
a distruptive diagonal zone through Kluuvi.
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Central Helsinki with future predicted flood levels 1: 10 000

Ref: Black and white Google Earth aerial plan 2014 with key cultural buildings (red), overlaid with future predicted and flood data represented from
The City of Helsinki Instructions on Prevention and Control of Floods, Protection of residents and property in flood hazard areas in Helsinki, Helsingfors stad 2013
and Helsingin_Sanomat_International Edition_www.hs.fi_english_picture_1135224248617.jpg
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VII
THEN HELSINKI
c.1650 Helsinki map reveals
early settlement waterline.

Map of Helsinki c.1650 overlaid aerial map today 1:10 000
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VI
THEN HELSINKI
Early 1800s Helsinki plan illustrates
Kluuvi landfill and lost opportunity to adjust
the new city grid parallel to Kluuvi waterline.

Helsinki in 1832 Plan by J.A Ehrenstrom (1817) overlaid aerial map today. 1:10 000
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V
NOW HELSINKI
THE DISRUPTOR
Remnant diagonal 1650s Kluuvi waterline
and drainage line of early 1800s Helsinki city plan with
current and predicted flood and storm surge levels.

Kluuvi District 1: 5000
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IV
NEXT HELSINKI
PROPOSAL
Reclaiming the Diagonal.
Linking the Station to South Harbour by
making a series of new public spaces.

Kluuvi District 1: 5000
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III
NEXT HELSINKI
PROPOSAL
Elements of Orientation, Connectivity and Defence.
Zone of retreat and transformation,
progressive retreat in stages.

New Public Water Space

Retrofitted private and
commercial buildings
for public use

Littoral Public Zone for
temporary and ephemeral structures,
art and experimentation
.
New Art Plaza
stair and floodwater threshold

Littoral Public Zone for
temporary and ephemeral structures,
art and experimentation
.
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Kluuvi District 1: 5000

II
NEXT HELSINKI
PROPOSAL
New diagonal and connection
between art and nature.

Central Helsinki 1:10 000
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I
NEXT HELSINKI
PROPOSAL
Connecting Forest to Sea
Creating a continuous public open space
linking South Harbour through the Kluuvi diagonal
to Central Park and the larger linear green space
network of greater Helsinki.

Greater Helsinki 1:50 000

Ref: Black and white Google Earth aerial photograph overlaid with
Helsinki Greenspace Network (Green)
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